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On the front steps of the Mandir 

 

Swami:  You don’t want to come and sit close by here? The steps is 
here isn’t it, come up.  What’s up guys? Why you so, everybody so 
kind of feel heavy, why? New Moon is done, over. Gustav, you ok? 

Gustav:  Yeah. The meditation was…whew. 

Swami:  Sleepy? 

Gustav:  Not sleepy, I’m really heavy.  

Swami:  You need to digest it isn’t it?  

Gustav:  Yep. 

Swami:  You think Swami is bringing cobras and dragons, and this 
and… “What’s going on? What is really going on? What is he really 
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doing it?” Wait, wait, wait… you need to understand very clearly. Do 
you have any questions, Monika T? 

Monika T:  Yes, I have a few questions. Swami you talked about our 
enlightenment process was through the Mother’s womb, and to 
recognizing our activating point in Her womb, so can you give us more 
about that now, how we can do that?  

Swami:  Give me example. 

Monika T:  To know our activating point where we began in her 
womb, that place.  

Swami:  I’ve given it.  

Monika T:  Yes, and how we can recognize that? 

Swami:  Wait and see. 

Monika T: Just doing our process and then automatically we’ll 
recognize?  

Swami:   Wait and see. Today you might think, “Swami, he pushed it 
forcely, everybody out!” Two reasons, I’ve given what I want to give to 
you - done! Number two, I don’t want you to lose that. I don’t want 
you?  

Students: To lose that.  

Swami: (snaps fingers) Go. The knowledge wise, all the giving the 
explanations… of course you’ll get it, everyday four hours in front of 
the television… if I sit, I give a talk, and sending and putting on the 
website. Whenever you feel in comfortable you can look at it…"Ah-ha, 
he talked about the mind consciousness, heart, soul, Womb Chakra, 
Hrudaya Chakra. He installed the Sri Chakra like this way..."  What is 
the conch? What is Hanuman? What is bhakti? Hanuman is a bhakti. 
Conch is a shakti. Krishna he’s using the conch for the ready for fight, 
shakti.  

The Krishna is also rakti…more Krishna Kala and Kama both, between 
he's there. Before his incarnation he was purely dedicated, purely 
Rama in the Tretya Yuga then after Dwarpa Yuga is a Krishna - eight 
wives, sixteen thousand gopikas… kama. Then he putted a character, 
as a Hanuman, as a victory, and he used that Hanuman flag on his 
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chariot to go. Hanuman is not a joke. This whole fort is majority is 
Hanuman. You took the pictures of the Sri Chakra? (yantra carved on 
stone outside one Penukonda temple)  You tooked it? 

Patrick:  Yes.  

Swami:  You took it? 

Patrick:  Yes. 

Swami:  You saw it? 

Patrick:  Yes. 

Swami:  How it is there? 

Patrick:  Yes.  

Swami:  Two rocks is there, this side and this side. Before the tree two 
rocks is standing there.  

Patrick:  Yes.  

Swami:  The left one is the Shakti. This one is the Shiva. (Right)  
Mother and Father.  

Patrick:  Facing the temple left? 

Swami:  Yes. Facing the temple left. You took the pictures of that too?  

Patrick:  Yes.  

Swami:  You can show to them. It’s not an ordinary rocks, Sri Chakra 
is installed there.  You cannot find anywhere that type of Sri Chakra. 
That’s why Mother Divine has to listen, Lord Shiva has to listen, 
Hanuman has to listen, Datta has to listen to give whatever you want 
it. “Swami, twenty-one days I packed the huge luggage.” You have to 
understand me… Next step, what I’m going to take the decision, I 
never tell you. If I’m focusing like this, then I’m going this way 
otherwise, same thing like a Jesus Christ, Buddha… Is any Lamas… I 
will openly challenge any Lamas, he discovered amazing Divine 
Chakra is existing? No, absolutely not. Jesus Christ he explained 
amazing techniques. He crucified, he explained, “Do this way, do that 
way.” A one crazy character destroyed everybody there. I don’t want 
that type of failure. I don’t want? 
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Students:  That type of failure. 

Swami:  Go and sit in back (to a student). I don’t want that type of 
failure. Yes, Alahala lingam I mentioned it - Alahala Linga? 

Students:  You mentioned it.  

Swami:  And I told it, the Big Boss Jesus’ power spot I mentioned it. 
Where is it? 

Monika T:  Where is it? It’s in our Northeast.  

Swami:  You know the exact spot? 

Monika T:  Yes.  

Swami:  The exact spot?  

Monika T:  Yes, you gave that. Yes.  

Swami:   What is the benefit, how to receive from that spot the energy?  

Monika T:  Well, you gave a pin code to that spot. You gave a pin code 
to receive the energy from that spot.  

Swami:  Is anybody done that? 

Monika T:  I think some people have done that, yes.  

Swami:  Who? Raise your hands please. One, two, three, four, five, six, 
seven. What is your problem? Why can’t you able to do that? Do you 
think I’m a joking, Adi? Am I joking? 

Adi:  No, you're not.  

Swami:  At least you are on my side. Thank you, I will give powerful 
sword you can lead. Then what else? 

Monika T: You mentioned just now that we could lose it. How is it 
possible? Through what ways can we lose what we received? 

Swami:  Tons of things is there. Tons of options is there, you can lose 
it. But, you got it. But, I’m very happy, personally, 99.999% I’m very 
happy. Even you hated me, you don’t want to talk to me, doesn’t 
matter, I made it very good welding. You know welding?  
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Students: Yes.  

Swami:  Normal temperature cannot cut that. What are you looking? 

Patrick:  Just thinking about that.  

Swami:  Whoever maintained the secrecies, the spiritual secrecies, the 
processes, he is only top successor. Top? 

Students:  Successor. 

Swami:  La, la, la, la, la talking, forget it! Do you think the Egypt, 
whatever they built it, they don’t have a time pass they built it, all that 
pyramids? Hello? 

Monika T:  No. 

Patrick: I didn't understand the question Swami. They don't have a 
what? 

Monika T:  They did for just a time pass. 

Swami: You think I'm enjoying my time pass with you guys and 
spending my time? Hun-un. What time I came to Malli, to your house? 

Malli:  It think it was about 1:30am in the night. 

Swami:  I have a strong desire I want to go to her house, "Okay, let's 
hit it." 1:30, yes, she's waiting… she putted all the flowers, and Baba's 
statue beautiful and I sat there and it's done. Is the same time will come 
back again like that?  

Malli:  No.  

Swami: Absolutely not. Muddy, she invited me. First time she invited 
putting all the yellow rose flowers… Muddy means Tatyana… to the 
staircase. And she putted all the petals and everything to make it nice 
and smooth, um-hum, okay, right. When I put my foot on the first step 
on staircase I knew, "Ahhh… either she's inviting the problem or she's 
kicking the problem."  Which one you think, Tatyana? 

Tatyana: The question is whether I was inviting the problem or kicking 
out? Well I hope I'm still in the process of kicking out all the problems.  
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Swami: Then I entered and I sat and it's good, it's nice, and wonderful, 
good. She showed as much as she can like a bhakti decorating all the 
stuff la, la, la la, la, la - sankalpam done. No comment, "Thank you so 
much." And she's making a chappati and I want to make a chappati 
and just entertaining… But I didn't eat that chappati because of… it's a 
pretty good time pass there you know, just watching, walk out. Why 
I'm saying this – clock!  From the Jesus Christ until to now, clock. 
Clock. What else? 

Monika T:  Swami, can you talk about the Sri Chakra in our hearts? 
Installing the Sri Chakra in our hearts? 

Swami:  Spark – beat, beat. Once if you really got that beat in here, the 
consciousness, even if you can go any, any, dead bodies, you can enter 
make it alive.  

Monika T:  You said there's one bija you can do that?  One bija?  What 
is that? 

Swami:  You better to ask me there, you know. Say again, what does 
that mean? 

Monika T:  Heartfully asking now that you could give that bija. 

Swami:  Whatever I given the mantra there inside, it is there - one 
letter. It repeats. One time saying, it repeats, one letter is adding it. It is 
also in Sri Chakra. I'm not joking, hun-um, hun-um. What else? 

Monika T:  Swami now you say forget the mind, forget the heart, forget 
the soul, just operate from consciousness level. Can you give us more 
instruction about how to do that?  

Swami:  Say again. 

Monika T: You said the mind the heart the soul kick it out - just operate 
from the consciousness level. 

Swami:  It's not the kicked that out, you're giving more commanding 
to the consciousness to make it a control, three wild horses. You don't 
know what is the mind, and what heart saying, and mind saying it. 
Then your heart you feel like pinch and pain, "Ahhh… what is this?" 
Once the consciousness nectar is a hidden there, no problem." No?  

Students: Problem.  
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Monika T:  And that just grows through our silence and japa? Then we 
become aware of that? 

Swami: Whenever you're in the Jagrutha Stage, whenever your 
sleeping time, the consciousness keeps rising, rising, rising… Your 
sleeping time is my time. Whenever you really slept, that is my time. 
You can tell to your friends, "Swami no need to teach to your brain, 
and to your heart, and - your soul… Swami's teaching to your 
consciousness. Shut up - Sleep. As much as you can sleep, then he'll 
teach to your consciousness, your physical presence is not necessary 
here, forget it. Swami said that's why he kicked you out. You sleep, 
then he started to teaching your consciousness." Hun-un. What else? 
Bergler? 

Monika B:  I'm wondering about the process you're doing with the 
dragon? 

Swami:  Just my time pass entertaining, you know, just my time pass… 
(Hearing the neighbors fighting in the village) The neighbors is like that. I 
can't kick them out. All the land is mine. All land is mine and so 
attached to me the early days when I'm here. I had straight gate to here 
(Northwest) to go to straight. When I'm in the hut they were very kind 
and loving and (again hearing the neighbor man shouting)... pretty good 
drunk there. I'll get him tomorrow who's that guy.   

So after 5:30, 6 pm at night, nobody had any dareness to come to 
Gagan Mahal, to this area. Huge bushes…even if you walked the 
backside - gigantic bushes, gigantic bushes. Where is from the arch 
until turning to the left towards the north - huge height, almost like 
arch height. East is height like that. Then east height is not advisable - 
need to digged it.  And I talked to that archeological… then all the 
people what to do, "I want to dig this."  "Why you need to dig this?" 
Night and day thousands of truckloads were taking out, taking out. Is 
it possible to make whole this land completely marbles, no more grass, 
just coconut trees that's it…and just completely marbles? Is it okay? 
Simone? 

Simone:  I like the nature. I think the garden is beautiful.  

Swami:  Me too, but once it's a beautiful marbles, on the Full Moon 
timings everybody just meditating. It's like a marble palace isn't it? Can 
we do that? 
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Monika T:  I think we're all very attached to the way it is now. 

Swami: What do you mean by so attached? 

Monika T: Well, we love it very much. 

Swami: Spell it, attachment.  

Monika T: That's attachment, yes. 

(Swami talking to Jaychandra the priest about the torch he prepared to light in 
front of Swami, then he waves it in front of Swami) 

Swami: Just little space, just he want to give one final arthi - go back, 
go back, go back, let him face…he (the priest) came to me whenever 
I'm started to living in the hut. He and Anthony and first one Bahadur, 
Nepali guy, still he is working.  I tried to kick them out, I tried my 
maximum - they're a leech, they're so attached, so attached. So what 
else? 

Monika T: Swami, you said consciousness was beyond the Mother and 
beyond the Father.  Can you please explain what is the meaning of 
that? 

Swami:  Hanuman.  

Monika T: Hanuman? He's beyond the Mother and beyond the Father? 

Swami: Absolutely.  

Monika T:  How to understand that? 

Swami: I think everybody's so tired, isn't it?  

Students:  No! 

Swami:  You cleaned that room guys?  

Students: Yes.  

Swami:  Is it nice?  

Students: Very nice.  

Swami: Right now, before?  
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Students: Very messy, very bad.  

Swami: How much dust?  

Students: Lots, it was covered.  

Swami: Randomly I visited several rooms.  I no need a key. Excuse me, 
I no need a key, automatically it opens it once I'm starting to entering 
it.  Is it really clean, Nancy? 

Nancy:  Pretty good, about ninety-five percent. 

Swami:  Before? 

Nancy:   Ooooh!  Zero percent. 

Swami: Zero percent? That's the way of the people is maintaining the 
atmosphere of this ashram. Tomorrow I'm coming, take a granted, 
everybody's room.  If I see any messy, any nonsense stuff is there - out. 
Give an instruction to the office, “Whoever is the room owner that, 
they lost their room. They lost their room.  Forget it.” You panic?  
Whole night and I have to hear the sounds of cleaning and... anyhow, 
two tractors will be outside.  Two tractors there, and two tractors will 
be outside there, and if waste is all the things, put it that. I'm serious, if 
it is messy, forget it. No permission to even to buy one chair without 
my signature.  It will stop from the beginning what you're carrying it. I 
don't know what is the trunks and the stuffs and ooh…  It's a small 
tiny room. You cannot able to make it clean it?  Forget it, atmosphere 
need to be very clean. Atmosphere?   

Students: Needs to be very clean. 

Swami: Some, I told it, in Germany somebody's houses I visited. One 
lady house… I can't make a comment, I have no place to even to walk,  
everywhere is the stuff, everywhere is the stuff!  Even Simone, need to 
change your house also, your kitchen area, that flooring and that stuff, 
the dust and the sitting table - forget it!  Ooooooh no way. Absolutely 
not, I'm telling the truth. It needs to be very nice and clean and 
beautiful granite and glass table.  It makes it nicer. 

Simone: Not your style. 

Swami: Not style, something need to be elegant to that house.  That is 
the place to you, all guys is sitting but your first room, the fire room 
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where the Shiva lingam is there, that's very quiet, very beautiful.  
Lawn is very beautiful but your kitchen area, I'm sorry.  Do you 
remember I ever enter, straightly entered in the kitchen and I opened 
the your refrigerator and all the stuff?  Straightly, I never, ever, been 
there like that.  Straightly I enter and I opened the refrigerator, and 
everything… just I looked it, uhh-hmm.  Thanks. 

Simone: That is what we are eating in the west. 

Swami: You're coming to India too, isn't it? What else? 

Monika T: Swami, can you go back to Hanuman to understand how he 
is, how is he beyond the Mother and Father? 

Swami: The Rama brother Lakshman, (in Ramayana) in the battlefield 
through the Indrajit, one highest, capable character hitted the 
Lakshman, he fall off.  Then one rishi he said, "There is one special 
herb you need to get it. That is locating so far away in the mountain. 
Go and get that herb. Once if you putted that, he (Lakshman) will 
smell that, then he can get alive." Rama thought he cannot go there in 
the middle of the battle, and he's very depressed. Rama is very 
depressed and he's going to lose his brother.  Then he asked, "What is 
the symptoms of that herb?"  "It's naturally, itself is dazzling."  

Then Hanuman he jumped, he went there to the mountain.  Then every 
plants is a little types of dazzling.  He cannot able to understand what 
it is, which plant it is, then he lifted whole mountain then he putted in 
front of Rama, "Now you can choose what is the plant it is?" That is 
Hanuman capacity, whole mountain he lifted it and he flew, "Take it, 
whatever is the plant." Then he (Lakshman) came out of from that 
death. 

One time, several years I think I tolded it, I'm in my swing, it's early 
morning hours.  I came from the travels and I sat in the swing just 
relaxing.  A snake is rolling to the threat, cobra, and it's came in front 
of me. If I want jump out it will bites me.  Oh my God, what is this?  
What is this? Then again it climbed, went out.  It's many experiences… 
it's many experiences. What else? 

Monika T: Also, Hanuman won the Mother, you said, even holding his 
tail you can command on Mahakali? 

Swami:  Yup.  
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Monika T:  Yes. So we received enlightenment through Hanuman, yes? 
We received enlightenment through Hanuman's blessing? 

Swami: Ah-huh.  

Monika T:  So that means we can handle Mahakali? 

Swami: Mahakali is inside the fort, not outside of the fort. We took the 
Mahakali and she is in our premises. At the time that idiot Jonathan, 
only one person can able to see how it is going in the certain bottle, and 
going with… I tolded him, "I'm coming and I'm making you wake up 
sharply midnight, one o'clock." Then, he's a snoring… he's sleeping 
there in the Mandir - shhht. Whenever I'm coming from my room in 
the village carrying the Baba's statue, coming here late midnight 
around 1-1:30 like that… in the plate, all of a sudden, in front of the 
Gagan Mahal she came out and she standed there, "No permission. 
You cannot go." First statue I broughted… what a game, the Baba 
statue was getting heavier in my hands. Alone I am walking. It is 
getting heavier and she's standed there and like she's growing. I'm 
arguing. Baba is getting super heavy and, oh my God, I cannot put on 
the ground and I have to handle Her. Then She went….(hard to hear) 
Then I put Baba there. Even Baba Fakruddin, he went outside of the 
fort and he went samadhi there.  

There is only who knows the Nine Arrows especially, charged well 
enough in Penukonda - that person only can handle the Mother. Once 
if you handle the Mother then it is easy to the upcoming generations 
they can create the tons of Jesus' in the planet, tons of Jesus' highest 
capable characters. I putted the seeds in the ground. We will see how 
many characters can come out. The whole Yuga pretty good well 
changed. Whoever is... Simone, sleepy? Many people look tired and 
sleepy. Now we are so older and… (inaudible, laughter). How is it 
possible? Ah, gosh!  

You no need to give yourself birth. Whoever is the pregnant ladies, 
give the healings to them chanting that Nine Arrows, like Narada, he 
taught to Bhaktaprahaladha. Whenever he's in the mother's womb he 
gave a lot of information, lot of information. Yes, you can teach that. 
What else? 

Monika T: Swami, you said this is the beginning of the Consciousness 
Yuga. 
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Swami:  Started.  

Monika T:  So that will be like the Satya Yuga? 

Swami: Absolutely.  

Monika T: How long will it take until that happens? When will we see 
that? 

Swami: What do you mean? 

Monika T: How long? Now that this full Kali Yuga is so much 
negativity on the planet, so much, how long until we really see? 

Swami: By next Guru Purnima, done. I am serious. By next Guru 
Purnima, done. It is tremendous changes, tremendous changes. I didn't 
come to the Malli house for the money, for the late midnight 1:30-2:00 
am to just... Energy is there and she's doing hard work. I 
communicated to meet her, and good job. Good job, you're doing 
different angles. Let's go! Paul is a kind of a character. He had potato 
chips, eating it and falling off in the car, "Okay, we have to find that 
driver, that guy in Germany. He deserves something precious gift from 
Penukonda.  

He said, "It is the law here. We cannot drive more than certain hours. 
Anyhow, I am driving it." Everybody was sleeping. Tatyana and Birte, 
they're on one side, they're sleeping like on each other. It is pretty wild 
journey, pretty wild, put it that way. But he got certain things I need to 
take care here in India, emergency problem, so from Vienna to… I need 
to fly. Brett is running, running, running, got the flight and (can't hear). 
I made it. I made it.  

I hope you guys, if you can make the documentary, my vaastu tour 
there, certain ideas Southeast how I really fixed it; Eastsouth how I 
fixed it; Northeast how I fixed it, every corner I keep… and talking. 
Every clear part is there. Can make it step-by-step, if it's available it 
will be super useful. But the main problem is I don't know the law in 
Germany. You cannot construct whatever you want it. It's strange. In 
India, if you got land you can build it whatever you like it. Something 
you can write the letter to Germany (can't hear clearly). Protecting 
nature, one part, it's good, yes, I agree. Then according to vaastu and 
the designing, no, people should not live in that type of anti-vaastu.  
What else? 
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Monika T:  Swami, you said for us the siddhis was the way for us to 
give direct impact on the nature, to create using siddihis. You said they 
were necessary. 

Swami: Absolutely - consciousness. That's why I told to all the girls 
and everybody, your power spot is not in the kitchen. Go and give the 
healings! Prove it! Get back to me. Now you can check in the website it 
is on, my Japan trip. (week after Guru Purnima). And Dasara, Mother 
Divine festival…whoever already came to Immortal Enlightenment, in 
their lifetime they no need to pay any fees, lifetime no. They can keep 
come, go. Lifetime. Standard law. It's not joke. It's doing sadhanas. 
Doing sadhanas. Digesting the energy. Practicing it as much as you can 
digesting… and grinding knowledge and you have your own peaceful 
time. Instead of to be in Germany, to come here and you have more 
space and time and relax in Baba's presence, just take care it. Das and 
Ma I hope still they can cook.  What else? You okay, Muddy? 

Tatyana: Yes, I am okay. I'm much better.  

Swami: Much better? 

Tatyana: Yes.  

Marie C: What is the meaning of the power of the house you have Eric 
building in Austin? 

Swami: He'll do a good job.  

Marie C: Yes.  

Swami: So, what is your question? 

Marie C: My question is, you put a lot of attention on that house. Does 
it have a meaning for America, that house? 

Swami: I want you be happy. That's it.  

Marie C: I am grateful for that.  

Swami: Then you can do some good works in the globe.  

Marie C: Thank you, Swami.  

Swami: Monika said something about all positive marks about 
beginning of your house then I totally got confused. For one week it 
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drove me, I drove myself crazy. She said, "North water, northeast 
entrance, north slope, southwest height, everything looks perfect but 
still she's facing tons of headaches and problems."  “How come? How 
come? It's Vaastu is the defect? Okay, I want to see the house. Where is 
it?"  "It is somewhere in Texas."  "Okay, where is the Texas?" Okay, we 
have to go that way, all the way go to Texas, okay - done. Thanks. 
Right. Then we end up going to one airport. Which airport that is? 

Monika T: Washington airport.  

Swami: Yeah, Washington to going to Texas we need jump the flight. 
We missed it. They closed the door. We kept talking in the lounge then 
she's begging them, "Please can we jump? Can we jump?" They said, 
"No, madam, stop course…" Then we ran to another terminal. How 
many kilometers is that? 

Monika T: It seemed like a few kilometers. Like two, I think.  

Swami: Two kilometers! I ran like with luggage okay, it's not for the 
money. Okay, just run. She made me to run, okay, fine. Then okay, 
finally I came to your house, then I looked the compass and whatever 
she said, the thing is not accurate. Totally opposite! Totally opposite! 
Then I gave the compass to her, "Can you show me where is the 
northeast extended please?" "Ahh, Swami I thought this was the 
northeast… ohhh, Southwest is extended, sorry." "Good, south height, 
okay, fine. Southwest is extended. Southwest is purely extended. 
Northeast one house is there, blocked - terrible. Anyhow I put my 
sankalpam there to get kicked out of that. I gave a little talk there then 
jump out.  

See, if I’ve seen it, somebody said, very good marks, good marks, good 
marks, good marks, good marks, finally it’s end up in that crazy way, 
like a Simone house. What they told it all the guys? “I should have to 
move out, it was totally anti-Vaastu.” Finally, what they told it? “Pull it 
down, the house and build it on the other side of the grounds!” 
Ramabrahmam he said it, Guru Reddy, "Destroyed it, … destroyed it."  
I told it, “She’s a nice soul, why can’t I can fix it? Let me see it, there’s a 
small hope I have somewhere.” I went and put it all the compasses, 
everything, ah I got it, it was tilted to zero degrees. “Here you go, I can 
fix it.” But lucky, it’s my good luck - she closed the southwest 
swimming pool. Still you’re using secretly? “No, it’s gone, completely 
gone, filled up.” Good! Then southwest Buddha statue, glass - she 
fixed it. Ok, right, remedies is there, you don’t need to tear it out. For 
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example, east gigantic mountain you will have close by, that’s hm-hm. 
But I need to look at the Los Angeles, the houses. We done? 

Sabeena:  I have one question Swami, the Patrick group, is that also 
done? You said everything is done. I’m just asking for our group which 
Patrick is leading, if we are also done? 

Swami:  If I say done, done. 

Sabeena:  Sorry to ask. 

Swami:  Last night also I checked with him, when you’re leaving. He’s 
serving me some snacks and food to me, late midnight, what time? 

Patrick:  Two o’clock. 

Swami:  Two a.m. and he’s serving me and at the time I asked him, 
when you’re leaving? He is flexible and we’ll see… You really like, 
Johanna, the London? 

Johanna:  Not really. 

Swami:  Not really, what you mean that? It’s like a Hong Kong? 

Johanna:  I’ve never been to Hong Kong, but it’s a city. 

Swami:  Is it nice Hong Kong? 

Daniella:  No, energetically, no, not at all. 

Swami:  Where I given the talk in Hong Kong? Where? 

Daniella:  In the Live Café in Central. It was the best Vaastu I could 
find. It was a restaurant café on the roof before Christmas. 

Swami:  Oooh - forget it. But the view is nice, the ocean, the ships and 
all that going…the view is very nice…the buildings, the structures, is 
pretty good, nice.  Ready to go to sleep?  

Students: No.  

Swami: Ready to go to sleep Gary? 

Taylor:  No, Swami. 

Swami:  What do you want to do? 
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Taylor:  Sit here all night. 

Swami:  It’s good. In your lifetime, try to visit Kumbha Mela, just once. 
Only Kumbha Mela time, the saddhus and the stuff…don’t 
underestimate that, Kumbha Mela. You go there, you see that 
vibration, that energy, what's really the people, the characters…don’t 
think them they’re the beggars, uh-oh. 

At this point Swami told to switch off audio and video recorders. 

End of Talk. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


